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About This Game

They come in peace, right? That is the question you have to answer in this mad action game together with humorless General
Jonah and crazy scientist Dr. Dent. Find out what really happened in 1958. With an upwards-fired tank on the ground, you heat
up the floating, bad-tempered extraterrestrial invader row by row before they reach the ground to avoid an apocalypse. Level by
level, the aliens hit back with ever heavier guns. So watch out - enemy hits cost you valuable lives! Improve your tank and get

enough cover. Your highscore will be recorded in a highscore list for comparison.

Experience a crazy alien invasion in the style of a black and white retro movie. Are the invaders really evil just because they
want to take the blue planet? Is this game truly a replay of the historically documented attack of the invaders in 1958? And: Is

the highscore really satisfying?

Find the answers to these and other mysterious questions in: Invaders! From Outer Space.
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Features:

Experience retro action unlike ever before!

Defend Earth in over 20 exciting levels against the invaders!

Combat special UFO weapons: death ray, time-slowing fields, self-healing powers

Improve your tank prove your shooting accuracy

Experience simple, addictive gameplay

Epic story that doesn't take itself seriously in any way

Play a Space Invaders game of a special kind

Special graphics in the style oft he B-movies oft he 50s
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Title: Invaders! From Outer Space
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Crenetic GmbH Studios
Publisher:
familyplay
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2018
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I've played this game quite a lot in the past before it was released to Steam. By no means was I good, especially since the game
has a rather large learning curve. This learning curve comes from the fact that various joints must be manipulated to get results,
but casual players (especially friends) will often find hilarity due to the manipulation of their characters sometimes in rather
awkward positions. Multiplayer games are rather fast-paced compared to singleplayer sessions due to the timer which limits the
time players can think before it runs out. Otherwise, various mods come with the game which adds plenty of PvP options (arena
type, weapons, body sensitivity, etc.), or solo challenges (parkour, skateboarding, sports, etc.).

In terms of play by more seasoned\/veteran players (not including myself), other players can find interest in the rather
complicated techniques used to simulate real fights or complete parkour maps.

Overall, this game takes a long time to fully understand since the tutorial does not completely cover everything, but once players
get past this, they'll find many challenges to overcome.. I wishwishwish there was a 'neutral' or 'darned if I know quite what I
think of it' option, because I was back and forth on this one the whole time I was playing it. You follow two protagonists--Tayo,
a human girl, and Bimonia, the possibly last of a winged humanoid species--as they grow up and attempt to overcome the hatred
between their two species. The writing is clunky and erratic in tone, many events clumsily dark, the character development
uneven, and the worldbuilding and internal logic have holes you could drive a Star Destroyer through. But there's still something
to the premise and story, and two of the five endings actually worked for me. This is one of those stories that could have been
very good, but instead is frustrating and baffling. (Also, SO MANY TRIGGER WARNINGS. Don't play if you have common
triggers.). Bought this game 2 years ago was partialy playable then completely unplayable now. The devs have done nothing for a
year . If you want to throw away your money buy this game.. Best game ever!!!. Comic books are outdated, why even bother
making this 0/10. This game revolutionized the series, It abandoned the older open-world sandbox and replaced it with, dare I
say the greatest sidesrollers to date, BRAVO, a msut buy and trust me it is PHENOMONAL! The story transcends reality and
makees you think as much as bioshock or Deus Ex.. The bad news is they took the same lazy shortcuts as all the DLC thus far.
There's no new voice acting, a few new enemy models, one new dungeon tileset, and the entirety of the content is spent slogging
through the exact same dungeons you've been slogging through the whole game. I say "slog" because there's a new grind that
literally calls itself a "slog". It's as if they're rubbing it in your face how the post-launch content for this beautiful core game has
been nothing but recycled missions and textures. You actually have to do 6(!) fetch quests to even being the DLC proper.

The good news is there's a much more pronounced emphasis on story and the lore of the game in general, so if you're into that,
you'll find something to like here. You go down various "memory lanes" that flesh out half a dozen characters a little bit, and it's
far more satisfying than the previous DLC in that regard. (It also takes the time to fill a few plot holes here and there in the
process.)

Verdict: this is the best NNK2 DLC yet, but that's not saying much.. An alternate universe where people actually help one
another. Great Soundtracks.

Listening to it.

Now I want to play Finding Paradise one more time.
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An excellent benchmarking tool. You can find it out there for less than $10, so this is very much worth picking up.. Basically a
tower defense game, very similar to Kingdom Rush. Actually it is a less addictive clone of KR. When you didn't play Kingdom
Rush - try it first. If you played it and liked it - i guess you will like 300 dwarves too.. Well, that was a waste of my life... a good
ten minutes I'll never get back. Don't waste your money--even though it's only 2 dollars. Buy a yoyo instead... It's much more
interesting.. great game :). Created a horse named spirit legs accidentally made a very deep hole and spirit legs jumped in...
R.I.P Spirit legs forever in our hearts

10\/10. My conclusion: good game while not properly implanted onto pc.

Just one example: there's NOT an 'official' way to exit the game after you start it. No button inside menu nor a dialogue box. So
the only way to end the game is to save it first in the 'setting' menu then press alt+f4. It's pretty a new eastern method even for
me, a Chinese.

But still a good game, especially the designing, which combines the TD strategy with the reaction-test elements(you have to
rotate the different circle of towers in time to complete you defence). And since when you have more than one tower in a single
line with the same type, those towers will merge into a bigger and more powerful one, it's also very important to make a whole
plan at first time.

And the RPG elements are also well planted into the game. Each character(more specific, operator of the defence system) has
his own personality and skill set while all those skills have different usage when combined with some of others.

I won't recommand it if you could accept a not well implanted game. But I'll recommand it if you pay more concerning on the
game itself.. It's a must have DLC if you want online multiplayer. Sure, the netcode doesnt work half the time and when it does
it crashes randomly, but it's still fun since everything is fun with friends. I rate it a 4 out of 5.. This game can be unforgiving if
you mess up so it forces you to pay attention to small details. Enjoying this tycoon-esque game. Does a very good job of
complimenting together the concepts of time-management and resource allocation in the theme of game development. Is more
engaging than Game Dev Tycoon, though less colourful.

The world design [...] is superb! The gameplay [...] is fantastic and very complex while not being too diffcult! The writing [...] is
OK, and could use some work. The sound [...] is overall very harmonized and fits well into this game. Overall, this game is very
enjoyable and with the number of gameplay features to learn offers much replayability!

My 2 suggestions would be:
*brighter lighting in office spaces. Lightbulbs give the impression of very low wattage, and is sometimes difficult to interpret.
*a setting for auto-pausing of time during more facets than when a game is finished developing. Maybe an option for every
progress bar seen in the bottom left window? Being able to stay on top of monitoring when a designer finishes a task or when a
game engine updates would save me a few years of lost in-game time!. fun game, but there is no cloud save. also the controls are
confusing. it is very hard to get used to at first
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